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Dear Clare Partridge
Assistant Editor

Thank you very much for your suggestion. We are very pleased to re-submit the manuscript which has been revised according to your suggestion. The changes of manuscript are shown in yellow color.

Editorial Requests

1. Abstract
Please ensure you update the version of your Abstract present on our submission system.

Answer: Yes, it is.

2. Funding
Please move the statement regarding funding of your study from the title page and place this in the Acknowledgements section.

Answer: Thank you. We have placed it in the Acknowledgements section.

3. Section headings
Please rename the following sections in order to comply with our journal formatting guidelines
(http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmcnephrol/authors/instructions/researcharticle#preparing-main-manuscript)

Introduction -> Background
Subjects and methods -> Methods

Answer: Thank you very much. We have renamed these sections according the journal’s request.
4. Copy-edit
Our Associate Editor has advised that you have a native English speaking colleague help you copy-edit your manuscript for typographical errors: "The revised manuscript is improved compared to the previous version. Please use spellchecker to eliminate errors such as the word 'clude' which should be 'crude', at the top of table 3."

Answer: Thank you. We have checked the manuscript again and eliminated the errors.

Please do not hesitate to contact us if there are further issues which need addressing.

Yours sincerely,

Jun Zhang and Tanqi Lou.